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ProtoCaller is a Python library distributed through Anaconda which automates relative protein-

ligand binding free energies in GROMACS. It links a number of popular specialized tools used 

to perform protein setup and parametrization, such as PDB2PQR, Modeller and AmberTools. 

ProtoCaller supports commonly used AMBER force fields with additional cofactor parameters, 

and AM1-BCC is used to derive ligand charges. ProtoCaller also comes with an extensive PDB 

parser, an enhanced maximum common substructure algorithm providing improved ligand-

ligand mapping and a light GROMACS wrapper for running multiple molecular dynamics 

simulations. ProtoCaller is highly relevant to most researchers in the field of biomolecular 

simulation, allowing a customizable balance between automation and user intervention. 

INTRODUCTION 

Protein-ligand binding free energy simulations are an increasingly promising approach for 

facilitating drug discovery1. Current computational power makes high-throughput free energy 

calculations increasingly more practical, thereby enabling the streamlined use of atomistic theory 

to complex biochemical problems. Automating this process is therefore key for improving the 

general applicability of free energy methods. 

https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/IxKzY
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Unfortunately, it is not always feasible to completely automate the setup of every protein-ligand 

system in an unbiased way. Each system setup requires multiple steps with varying degrees of 

user intervention. This means that system preparation is arguably more time-consuming than 

data generation and has been suggested to be a crucial step in determining the resulting free 

energy2. Therefore, one needs a “grey-box” approach, where it is possible to achieve full 

automation of the setup process, while controlling an arbitrary number of intermediate steps and 

parameters depending on the user’s needs. 

Another issue is software interoperability. Linking together different specialized pieces of 

software is an undesirable but necessary task which is usually solved by using in-house scripts or 

commercial software. This is also prone to human errors and can quickly become unmanageable 

when one starts interfacing with different pieces of software. 

Several tools exist which tackle these issues. Notably, YANK3 provides a fully-automated 

workflow from system setup to computation of absolute free energies. Protein Preparation 

Wizard4 and HTMD5 also handle system preparation for relative free energies in a robust way, 

providing seamless links to commercial molecular dynamics (MD) engines. Finally, alchemical 

setup6, FESetup7 and pmx8 are open-source tools which automate system setup for relative free 

energy calculations on multiple MD engines.  

In this paper we describe ProtoCaller, an open-source conda-installable Python library which 

attempts to solve the above challenges by providing a customizable unified interface to all of the 

steps of the free energy workflow. It utilizes freely available specialized libraries to set up and 

perform relative free energy calculations in an open-source MD engine, GROMACS9. Moreover, 

its modular nature means that the user could feasibly tailor it to their needs, even if it is not 

https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/p3Uvk
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/xLwKS
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/240kr
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/1by5S
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/MrImQ
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/rM0rE
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/H8puB
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/ZiY65
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currently directly supported by the software. For example, ProtoCaller provides sufficient 

flexibility for performing calculations outside its originally intended scope, such as absolute and 

relative solvation free energies and simulations in MD engines supported by BioSimSpace10, 

such as Sire11 (addressed later). 

The next section will describe the workflow in more detail, whilst giving an overview of the 

main algorithms and procedures used in the library. 

PROTOCALLER 

Protein Preparation 

The first step of the workflow (Fig. 1) is choosing the protein crystal structure from the Protein 

Data Bank12. Since there are often a large number of relevant crystal structures, the typical 

guideline is to choose the protein crystal structure which has a bound ligand with a structure 

closest to the ligand of interest. This part of the workflow determines the initial ligand binding 

orientation making it the most crucial step. In ProtoCaller, one can either use a plain PDB code 

or provide a user-specified PDB file.  

Experimental crystal structures are obtained using sophisticated models bridging theory and 

experiment. Because of this, it is very likely that some parts of the structure will be less reliable 

than others. For example, it is common that there will be missing atoms and residues which 

require modelling. In ProtoCaller, several tools achieving part or all of this task have been 

linked: Modeller13, pdbfixer14, CHARMM-GUI15 and PDB2PQR16, providing the user with the 

ability to choose the most appropriate tool for their system. The latter also removes steric clashes 

in the crystal structure and optimizes hydrogen bonding by rotating His, Asn and Gln residues. 

https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/giCnt
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/3jbeY
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/6d5pj
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/1Ul8y
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/Y0zkL
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/X8Qfb
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/yF8qY
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Figure 1. The full workflow for obtaining a relative binding free energy. Each of these steps 

utilizes one or more specialized tools. In this scheme ”prepare” stands for the addition of missing 

residues and atoms, protonation and removing steric clashes. 

To build an interface to all of the above pieces of software, an extensive PDB parser was 

developed, which allows the user to manipulate PDB files in an object-oriented fashion inside 

Python. This parser allows seamless communication between different modules inside the 

software without any loss of relevant header data. This can also be extremely useful when one 
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deals with incomplete PDB files or simply wants to introduce changes in the file in a way which 

is consistent with ProtoCaller. 

The next step is the protonation of the protein. This is particularly difficult, since X-ray 

crystallography does not usually locate hydrogen nuclei and they must be modelled. Moreover, 

while in most cases the amino acid protonation state is straightforward to determine, the acidic 

and basic amino acids can exist in several protonation states. This is especially problematic for 

histidine, which has three different protonation states, all of which may be relevant at 

equilibrium. Finally, a good algorithm should be able to distinguish scenarios where there are 

exceptions - e.g. protonated aspartic acid in an Asp-Asp dyad17. There are several approaches 

which attempt to deal with protein protonation. The program of choice in ProtoCaller is 

PROPKA3.118, as utilized by PDB2PQR because of its extensive functionality in protein 

preparation and ease of incorporation into the workflow. 

Ligand Protonation 

Similarly, the protonation state of the ligands in the system must be determined as well. Ideally, 

one should consider the protein-ligand complex as one entity while performing protonation. 

However, in practice, this can be sensitive to the ligand binding mode which is often unknown a 

priori. In ProtoCaller, ligand protonation is thus performed separately from the protein using 

Open Babel19. Alternatively, one can provide an already protonated ligand as an external file 

compatible with Open Babel or ParmEd20. If the ligands are sufficiently simple such that there 

are not multiple relevant conformations, one can also use SMILES21 and InChI22 strings to define 

ligands in ProtoCaller and generate starting conformations using Open Babel. These initial 

https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/FXRcJ
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/5BBne
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/GAmfk
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/gMqYM
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/yppAQ
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/DeaES
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conformations are crucial during parametrization, since the charge derivation method is 

conformation-dependent. 

Parametrization 

The next step is force field parametrization. In ProtoCaller there is currently only support for the 

AMBER force field23. Since parametrization using AmberTools is straightforward to implement, 

protein, ligand, water and simple ion parametrizations are directly performed in a relevant 

wrapper using any supported force field (ff99SB24, ff14SB25, GAFF26, GAFF2 and TIP3P27 have 

currently been tested). Atomic charges are derived using the semi-empirical AM1-BCC28,29 

method where any subsequent floating point errors in the total charges are equally distributed 

between the atoms. In addition, some common cofactor parameters obtained from the AMBER 

parameter database30 are also available in ProtoCaller. However, there is currently no support for 

modified/nonstandard amino acid residues or systems containing transition metals, since these 

require user intervention in any case and are unfortunately not currently automatable. 

Mapping and Alignment 

Determining the ligand binding pose is a nontrivial and critical task, even when there is a native 

ligand with a similar structure. This part of the workflow consists of two steps: determining the 

maximum common substructure (MCS) and physically aligning the ligand to the reference 

crystallographic binding pose. 

The MCS algorithm, more commonly known as the maximum common subgraph algorithm, is 

an NP-complete31 problem whose exact solution requires exponential time with respect to the 

number of nodes. Therefore, approximate solutions are needed. An open-source implementation 

https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/pgnym
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/xMxD0
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/VAbXC
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/7ljMH
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/UMFGE
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/o8uHn+5kXWw
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/2iTv7
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/5WlhU
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is available in RDKit32 and is the one used in ProtoCaller. However, some modifications in 

addition to this code were made in ProtoCaller to obtain a physically relevant MCS. First, 

ProtoCaller currently prohibits mapping between two rings of different sizes due to the nature of 

the subsequent alignment algorithm and the difficulties in opening a ring using a single-topology 

protocol33. Second, mapping of an acyclic chain to a reference ring is allowed, but the reverse is 

not, due to the hard position constraints imposed by the subsequent alignment algorithm. Finally, 

if there are chiral centers of different chiralities, only the longest MCS segment between two 

such atoms is considered a valid common substructure, which may or may not be the maximum 

one. The reason for this is that MCS is purely a graph theoretical algorithm with no regard to 

stereoisomers and the results from the algorithm have to be pruned to be physically relevant. 

The alignment process is based on constraining the MCS atoms to the reference positions (e.g. 

crystal ligand binding orientation) and performing a force field minimization using MMFF in 

RDKit34 on the rest of the atoms whilst preserving all bond angles outside of the MCS to their 

prior values. Afterwards, all of the external rotatable bonds of the target molecule are rotated 

until an optional target metric is minimized. The current heuristic metric used in ProtoCaller is a 

generalized squared error ɛ, computed in the following way: 

ɛ = � ��𝑿𝑿𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑿𝑿𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚,𝑗𝑗�
2
− �

1
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(1) 

 
Where Nref and Nmol refer to the number of atoms in the reference molecule and the aligned 

molecule respectively, and Xref and Xmol refer to the position vectors in both molecules. Here the 

first term ensures a good spatial match between the two molecules, while the second is a 

repulsion term which penalizes steric clashes arising from the clustering of target atoms. In 

https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/Bk3QG
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/xZgdF
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/bILwD
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ProtoCaller, the second term is ignored above 1 Å, due to its negligible contributions to the sum 

and all MCS atoms are ignored in the first term due to the already imposed hard constraints. 

Finally, if there are several MCSs of the same length, those that maximize matching between the 

same atom types are prioritized over the others. Of these, the one with the lowest ɛ is then chosen 

as the optimal alignment. It has to be noted that this metric should be used with caution and is 

only relevant when there are small deviations from the reference crystallographic binding pose. 

Otherwise, a custom binding orientation set by the user is highly recommended. 

Solvation and Simulation 

Afterwards, solvation, neutralization and NaCl addition to the system is performed using 

GROMACS. It has to be noted that in each case the resulting structures have to be minimized 

before any simulations, since there might be some structural distortions introduced by the 

addition of missing amino acids or the constrained ligand mapping. The resulting output provides 

files for the complete free energy cycle, which can be run externally using GROMACS. 

Alternatively, there are several routines in ProtoCaller which provide presets for some typical 

protocols for performing an MD simulation in GROMACS at some user-specified simulation 

parameter values. One can afterwards run external tools to analyze the resulting energy files to 

obtain a free energy, such as the native Bennett acceptance ratio35 implementation in 

GROMACS (gmx bar) or the alchemical analysis script36 available online37. Another possibility 

is obtaining the resulting system as a BioSimSpace object which can then be manipulated inside 

the library. At the time of writing, BioSimSpace supports free energy calculations in GROMACS 

and Sire.  

CODE STRUCTURE AND USAGE 

https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/Sx2w
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/hqbt
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/3rh2
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Central to ProtoCaller is the Ensemble class which contains a Protein and a list of Perturbations. 

Each Protein contains all information about a protein (including a PDB file object) and all of its 

associated cofactors, ions and ligands, and is responsible for calling all routines relating to 

protein preparation. Similarly, every ligand and cofactor is represented by the Ligand class, 

which completely handles ligand preparation. Both Protein and Ligand perform parametrization 

using the auxiliary Params class, which is a simple descriptor of the force fields used. The 

Perturbation class consists of two Ligands and performs all methods related to ligand mapping 

and alignment. Simulations are performed through the RunGMX class which is responsible for 

calling GROMACS using MD parameters from associated Protocol objects. A more detailed 

description of the code structure and associated examples can be found on 

https://protocaller.readthedocs.io. 

Since ProtoCaller is a Python library, the user interacts with the software by writing a Python 

script which can then be run on any supported platform. ProtoCaller is thus readily usable on any 

server with a job submission system, as long as the user loads the appropriate conda environment 

before calling the Python interpreter. 

TEST SYSTEMS 

To demonstrate the capabilities of ProtoCaller, we chose two systems which can be considered to 

be moderately challenging to set up. The first test case is dihydrofolate reductase, a protein 

which contains a cofactor with known parameters. In this test case we consider two crystal 

structures (PDB codes 5HPB38 and 6DAV39), where we demonstrate ProtoCaller’s capabilities to 

select a single protein chain and even select atoms with several possible locations. Moreover, we 

show how one can use a user-specified ligand orientation in the binding pocket. The second test 

https://protocaller.readthedocs.io/
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/MnUPM
https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/27hQH
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case is coagulation factor X (PDB code 2P3T40), where there are several missing residues which 

require modelling using Modeller, disulfide bonds, a calcium ion and a chloride ion which we 

exclude from the simulation with little effort. Both of these systems have been described in more 

detail in the Supporting Information. After preparing the initial structures, we also validated 

ProtoCaller for a variety of ligand perturbations by calculating cycle closure errors and 

comparing ΔΔG values to experimental data. In all cases the cycle closure errors were less than 1 

kcal mol-1 and the mean absolute deviation to experiment was satisfactory for the force field, 

ranging between 0.47 and 1.33 kcal mol-1. 

FINAL NOTES AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we have described ProtoCaller, a Python library which links existing free tools to 

aid high-throughput relative binding free energy calculations with an arbitrary degree of 

automation and user involvement. We hope that it will be useful to the free energy community 

by facilitating the tedious parts of the system setup and allowing researchers to focus on the 

science, rather than the technicalities. ProtoCaller is available to use in Linux and macOS. Even 

though ProtoCaller was thoroughly tested to the best of our resources, issues with the code are 

inevitable and users are encouraged to submit any notes or code contributions to the Github page 

https://github.com/protocaller/protocaller. 

ASSOCIATED CONTENT 

Methods and test cases (PDF) 

All of the files, python scripts and a README file which describes how to regenerate all of the 

presented data (ZIP) 

https://paperpile.com/c/CDYdzM/uzncO
https://github.com/protocaller/protocaller
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